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1648 East Hoathly, East 

Sussex

Laughing Frog 5.2 SB A blonde “French” style beer named with tongue firmly in cheek after the 1648 resident French chef and 

brewer Yanick!                                                                                   

U

Ruby Mild 3.6 SB It is exactly what it says it is; Ruby and Mild with a dry edge. M

Winter Warrant 4.8 SB Very dark, rich ruby colour; full bodied, with deep intensity of coffee/chocolate/nutty flavours. U

Acorn Barnsley, South 

Yorkshire

Barnsley Bitter 3.8 GH A smooth malty bitter with notes of chocolate and caramel. Fruity bitter finish. B

Adur Brewery Co-

operative

Steyning, West Sussex Ropetackle Golden Ale 3.4 SB A light, golden ale with an initial sweetness and delicate aroma balanced by a dry finish. G

AllGates Wigan, Lancashire Pretoria 3.9 GH It is a perfectly clean yellow gold ale with big assertive lemon sherbet hops; juicy but dry and bitter with just a 

pinch of sourness. There follows an excellent faint taste of pale malt in the finish to add a touch of balancing 

sweetness to all the bitter lemon.  

G

All Black 3.6 GH Dark brown beer with a malty, fruity aroma. Creamy and malty in taste, with blackberry fruits and a satisfying 

aftertaste.

M

Amber Ales Ripley, Derbyshire Chocolate Orange Stout 4.0 GH Chocolate malt and Curacao orange peel are added to the boil, with Vanilla pods during fermentation and yet 

more orange is added into each cask, followed by a long slow maturation.

U

Winter Ruby 5.1 GH Rich, ruby ale perfect for sipping next to the fireside when the winter nights draw in. The biscuit tasting, malty 

base is balanced with a subtle flavour of Saaz hops.  

B

Anarchy Morpeth, 

Northumberland

Quiet Riot 6.6 GH Made with South Pacific hops and specialty malts. Unfined and natural, this beer has a great mouth feel with 

beautiful aromas of mango, guava and a huge tropical fruit punch on the palate. 

I

Anchor Springs Littlehampton, West 

Sussex

Black Pearl 5.2 SB A dark, powerful old English porter with cinnamon  sticks added to the boil. O

Worthing's Best 4.0 SB This amber ale has a red tinge and a white creamy head. First you get a burst of fruit on the tongue, followed by 

a deep malt flavour, ending with a nice bitter finish.

B

Arbor Bristol Oyster Stout 4.6 GH Six different grains, including oats, wheat and roasted barley, and Fuggles hops are used for that traditional 

stout character. Whole oysters, shells and all are added during the last fifteen minutes of the boil. The result is 

a smooth chocolatey stout that leaves you wanting more.

O

a smooth chocolatey stout that leaves you wanting more.

Arundel Ford, West Sussex Autumn Old Ale 4.6 SB Deep brown, a sweetish aroma with some caramel, fruit and roasted malts. Flavours of berry fruit and 

chocolate with a touch of roasted malts before a decent bitter finish.

O

Tryline 4.3 SB An amber-coloured best bitter brewed for the Six Nations rugby tournament. B

Baldy's Parham, West Sussex Smoking Barrel 5.0 SB A limited-edition whisky porter! U

Sussex XX Superior Mild 5.4 SB A strong version of a traditional mild. M

Ballard's Nyewood, West Sussex In The Drink 7.4 SB Light amber coloured ale with sweet barley sugar flavours at the front of the palate followed by a hoppy finish. 

Available

S

Midhurst Mild 3.4 SB Traditional dark mild, well-balance, refreshing with a biscuity flavour M

Trotton Bitter 3.6 SB A well flavoured, clean tasting, amber coloured session bitter. A roasted malt aroma leads to a fruity, slightly 

sweet taste, followed by a dry, long lasting finish.

B

Baseline Small Dole, West Sussex Dark Matter 5.5 SB A dark, full bodied unfined Ale. Not as dark or roasted as a stout or a porter,  but with a complex grain bill sure 

to tantalise your taste  buds. The initial flavour is roasted malt with spicy hops and a fruity but dry bitter finish. 

U

Flying Fortress 9.0 SB This imperial IPA is a very big beer that is matured for 6 months before release. Available only in very limited 

quantities, once per annum, this is one to look out for. Please note, this is also unfined.

I

Beachy Head East Dean, East Sussex Legless Rambler 5.0 SB This ale uses the brambling cross hops which give it a distinct flavour. The name was derived as a tribute to all 

those who walk the wonderful South Downs Way. 

B

Key:

Bar: SB = Sussex Bar (downstairs); GH = Grand Hall.

Style: B = Bitter; G = Golden Ales; I = India Pale Ale (IPA); M = Mild; O = Old Ale, Porter or Stout; S = Strong Ale/Barley Wine; U = Unusual.

Notes as supplied  
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Original 4.5 SB "Original Ale" is produced with only water; floor malted barley (optic and crystal) and Challenger Hops from 

English producers. It has a strong hoppy flavour and light floral notes. 

B

Bedlam Albourne, West Sussex Best 4.0 SB This is a malty session type bitter with a leafy hop notes and some fruitiness. B

Hoppy Golden Ale 4.2 SB Hoppy Golden Ale is brewed as a traditional English session bitter, using a good balance of American Summit 

and Cluster hops gently added late in the boil, and a touch of roasted barley to give it an inviting copper colour.

G

Bellinger's Grove, Oxfordshire Blenheim 3.9 GH A clean tasting, dark straw coloured bitter, with balanced sweetness using Fuggle hops B

Moonlight 5.7 GH A very drinkable brown Porter, light but strong, dark amber in colour with a fruity hoppy taste O

Big Lamp Newcastle-upon-Tyne Pemium 5.2 GH Hoppy ale with a good bitter finish. B

Binghams Ruscombe, Berkshire Brickworks Bitter 4.2 GH A chestnut in colour best bitter with a slightly nutty hint. The hops balance the maltiness to provide a well-

rounded best bitter 

B

Twyford Tipple 3.7 GH Tawny coloured bitter which has a malty flavour with a citrus hop finish B

Blackjack Manchester Double Bluff 4.8 GH Amber-coloured premium bitter with full flavour and aroma. B

Blue Monkey Giltbrook, 

Nottinghamshire

99 Red Baboons 4.2 GH Red in colour with a malty fruitiness. Not overly hoppy. O

BG Sips 4.0 GH Pale golden hoppy beer, brewed mainly with Brewers Gold hops; very fruity and bitter. G

Boggart Hole Clough Manchester Dark Mild 4.0 GH Dark Red with fruit and sweet malt aroma, more fruit and dryness in the finish. M

Rum Porter 4.6 GH This porter has a smooth roast finish, enhanced by sweet spicy hop taste, complemented with a hint of dark 

rum.

O

Brewster's Grantham, Lincolnshire Marquis 3.8 GH A well-balanced and refreshing session bitter with maltiness and a dry, hoppy finish. B

Bridestones Hebden Bridge, West 

Yorkshire

Dark Mild 4.5 GH Made with four English malts and hopped with East Kent Goldings, this is a creamy, velvety mild with strong 

malt characters and overall sweetness.

M

Yorkshire malt characters and overall sweetness.

Brighton Bier Co Brighton, East Sussex Maple Porter 5.0 SB Robust porter made with pure Canadian Maple O

Bristol Beer Factory Ashton, Bristol Milk Stout 4.7 GH This award winning National Champion Stout is a beautifully creamy, full-bodied stout. Does not contain milk, 

but does contain Lactose (milk sugar).

O

Sunrise 4.4 GH Golden ale with malt and fruit (orange marmalade notes) in the mouth and a bitter aftertaste. G

Bushy's Braddan, Isle of Man Ruby (1874) Mild 3.5 GH Classic full-bodied malty ruby mild with sweet caramel flavours throughout, and well-balanced hops. M

Cairngorm Aviemore, Highlands 

and Western Isles

Black Gold (Stout) 4.4 GH Roast malt dominates throughout, slight smokiness in aroma leading to a liquorice and blackcurrant 

background taste giving it a background sweetness. Very long, dry bitter finish.

O

Stag 4.1 GH A fine best bitter with plenty of roast and hop throughout. This tawny brew also has plenty of malt in the 

lingering bittersweet aftertaste. 

B

Castle Rock Nottingham Black Gold (Mild) 3.8 GH A dark ruby mild. Full-bodied and fairly bitter. M

Preservation Fine Ale 4.4 GH A traditional copper-coloured English best bitter with malt predominant. Fairly bitter with a residual sweetness. B

Caythorpe Caythorpe, 

Nottinghamshire

Dark Gem 3.5 GH A subtly hopped dark mild with a hint of chocolate. M

Concrete Cow Milton Keynes, 

Buckinghamshire

Pail Ale 3.7 GH A light-coloured ale brewed using Lager Malt. U

Key:

Bar: SB = Sussex Bar (downstairs); GH = Grand Hall.

Style: B = Bitter; G = Golden Ales; I = India Pale Ale (IPA); M = Mild; O = Old Ale, Porter or Stout; S = Strong Ale/Barley Wine; U = Unusual.

Notes as supplied  
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Copper Dragon Skipton, North Yorkshire Golden Pippin 3.9 GH This golden ale has a citrus aroma and flavour, characteristic of American Cascade hops. The dry, bitter 

astringency increases in the aftertaste.

G

Cotswold Lion Cheltenham, 

Gloucestershire

Golden Fleece 4.4 GH Grapefruit citrus notes dominate through wheat malt; providing a tropical flavour. U

Cotswold Spring Chipping Sodbury, 

Gloucestershire

Stunner 4.0 GH Straw-coloured ale with an initial dryness on the palate, mouth-filling malt and fruit with a long bitter finish. G

Cross Bay Morecombe, Lancashire Zenith 5.0 GH A reasonably strong IPA. Light and refreshing in colour with a distinct tropical aroma, this IPA bursts on to the 

palate with a citrus / fruity body followed by a hefty kick from the triple blend of hops used to take this ale a 

step further than the rest.

I

Crouch Vale South Woodham 

Ferrers, Esssex

Amarillo 5.0 GH A superb premium golden ale with wonderful aroma and a lasting spicy flavour. G

Cumbrian Legendary Hawkshead, Cumbria Grasmoor Dark Ale 4.3 GH Dark fruity beer with complex character and roast nutty tones leading to a short refreshing finish. O

Langdale 4.0 GH Fresh grapefruit aromas with hoppy fruity flavours and crisp long hop finish, make for a well-balanced beer. G

Dark Star Partridge Green, West 

Sussex

1910 Porter 5.6 SB Six different malts give a depth to this beer, which is hopped at five stages of the brewing process to allow the 

character of the noble hop varieties to shine through.

O

American Pale Ale 4.7 SB American yeast along with Cascade, Centennial and Chinook hops are used for this golden, dry, hoppy beer. G

Hophead 3.8 SB A golden coloured ale with a fruity/hoppy aroma, a citrus bitter taste and aftertaste. Flavours remain to the 

end.

G

The Art of Darkness 3.5 SB A range of dark malts bring classic roasted flavours along with a hint of sweetness through the natural complex 

sugars. Warrior bittering hops are used, along with a blend of the finest aroma hops to add fruit and spicy 

flavours that are the perfect balance, making this a very drinkable ale.

M

Dark Tribe East Butterwick, 

Lincolnshire

Sternwheeler 4.2 GH Pale and golden, with plenty of cascade hops. B

Lincolnshire

Dawkins Bath, Somerset Brass Knocker 3.8 GH A pale gold beer with a full hoppy, citrus flavour and a satisfying dry finish. G

Green Barrel 4.0 GH An amber, classically well-balanced best bitter with a distinctively refreshing, clean bitter finish. B

Dent Dent, Cumbria Towd Tup 6.0 GH A rich, full-flavoured, strong stout with a coffee aroma. The dominant roast character is balanced by a warming 

sweetness and a raisiny, fruitcake taste that linger on into the finish.

O

Dickensian Roden, Shropshire David Hopperfield 4.0 GH This pale ale is bursting with hoppy flavours and is keen to show you a good time. Clean as a whistle with a cracking good head this blonde is a really good looker!  A fruity beauty that smells great and leaves you with a bit of a kickB

Downlands Small Dole, West Sussex Pyecombe All Ye Faithful 7.4 SB A strong Xmas Ale. Nutty, chocolate, smoky flavours complimented by a soft hoppy character. S

Three Rings 5.2 SB Strong, pale ale with a burst of fruit aromas in the finish. B

Truleigh Gold 3.7 SB Light, crisp, refreshing, with citrus, orange and apricot flavours. G

Dunham Massey Dunham Massey, 

Greater Manchester

Chocolate Cherry Mild 3.8 GH Chocolate Cherry Mild blends together the dark chocolate, coffee and liquorice flavours of a dark mild and dry 

bitter-sweet cherry flavours to produce a unique beer

U

Elgood's Wisbech, 

Cambridgeshire

Black Dog 3.6 GH A black red mild which comprises a blend of malt, roast and caramel throughout. Pleasantly bittersweet on the 

palate, it concludes with a roast malt bitterness.

M

Fat Cat Norwich, Norfolk Bitter 3.8 GH A pale gold bitter, with a distinct floral, spicy aroma from Sybilla and Pilgrim hops. The subtle blend of classic 

English pale malts gives a distinctive taste, which blends well with the hop bitterness to give a spicy, yet well-

balanced flavour.

B

Key:

Bar: SB = Sussex Bar (downstairs); GH = Grand Hall.

Style: B = Bitter; G = Golden Ales; I = India Pale Ale (IPA); M = Mild; O = Old Ale, Porter or Stout; S = Strong Ale/Barley Wine; U = Unusual.

Notes as supplied  
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Marmalade 5.5 GH The colour of burnished copper, with a markedly bitter finish from the generous use of Goldings and Progress 

hops. Flavoursome English pale malt is blended with speciality Belgian malt to add balance and a smooth finish, 

which lasts and lasts.

B

Mocha Moggie 4.6 GH A Coffee infused stout. O

FILO Hastings, East Sussex Cardinal Porter 4.6 SB A classic black porter generously brewed with chocolate malt and roasted barley to leave a smooth deep 

flavour.

O

Old Town Tom 4.5 SB Light coloured ale infused with organic ginger that adds to hint of lemon from the classic Bohemian Bobek hop, 

a prize winning combination.

U

Franklin's Bexhill-on-Sea English Garden 3.8 SB This Ale is recommended for lovers of hops who want to drink more and more. Its rich hop aroma is balanced 

by biscuity malt with a slight sweetness and is wrapped up in a wave bright golden colour.

B

Pudding Stout 4.2 SB A touch of oatmeal has been added giving it a dark and smooth silkiness that makes it eminently drinkable. Also 

added is some coffee and vanilla essence, providing this beer with an after dinner taste and rich aroma.

O

Full Moon Catsfield, East Sussex Hopdance 3.9 SB A dry, golden ale with a fresh fruit and citrus hop aroma, combining three different hops in American portions 

with light and crystal malts to give a unique golden ale with depth of flavour.

B

Red Pacific 4.8 SB Based on American amber ale style, it is brewed with German red, crystal and Vienna malts as well as Maris 

Otter to give a red ale with a malt taste with-out being overly rich. It is then heavily hopped with a shed load of 

Australian hops and fermented with American yeast to give a beer that is dry and fruity.

U

Fyne Ales Cairndow, Argyll and 

The Isles 

Maverick 4.2 GH Full-bodied, roasty, tawny best bitter. It is balanced, fruity and well hopped. B

Gloucester Gloucester, 

Gloucestershire

Gold 4.0 GH A crisp hoppy golden ale. G

Mariner 4.2 GH A smooth malty & hoppy copper ale. B

Goacher's Tovil, Kent Old 1066 Ale 6.7 GH Named after the original gravity of the brew, this fruity rich barley wine has been produced in small quantities SGoacher's Tovil, Kent Old 1066 Ale 6.7 GH Named after the original gravity of the brew, this fruity rich barley wine has been produced in small quantities 

every winter since 1983. 

S

Real Mild Ale 3.4 GH A rich, flavourful mild with moderate roast barley & a generous helping of chocolate malt M

Goldmarks Rustington, West Sussex Liquid Gold 4.0 SB The first beer by brewer and biochemist Mark Lehmann, it was the first beer to sell-out at Worthing Beer 

Festival in October. The new brewery is expected to open in the Spring.

G

Gribble Oving, West Sussex Fuzzy Duck 4.3 SB A traditional style beer with a rich, nutty sweetness, the original recipe of a well known Dorset beer B

Pig's Ear 6.1 SB A fuller bodied Old Ale with a rich ruby brown colour, brewed from a well researched old traditional recipe, 

which has been handed down from father to son. 

O

Grafter's Willingham by Stow, 

Lincolnshire

Over The Moon 4.1 GH A refreshing beer; the blend of malts give it a copper colour, Fuggles hops give it a floral hop aroma and fruit 

notes. Full malt and hops in the mouth with a long finish.

B

Grainstore Oakham, Leicestershire Rutland Panther 3.4 GH This superb reddish-black mild punches above its weight with malt and roast flavours combining to deliver a 

brew that can match the average stout for intensity of flavour.

M

Hadrian Border Newcastle-upon-Tyne Tyneside Light Ale 3.5 GH Pale and Golden, a beautifully light and crisp ale. Truly thirst quenching. G

Hammerpot Poling, West Sussex Bottle Wreck Porter 4.7 SB A traditional pitch-black porter with coffee, chocolate and rich roast malt flavours. O

Brighton Belle 4.6 SB Named after the paddle-steamer rather than the train; this is a new dark amber-coloured traditional Best 

Bitter. 

B

Harbour Bodmin, Cornwall Amber Ale 4.0 GH A malt driven ale with caramel and toffee flavour. Finished with mild floral hops.   B

Key:

Bar: SB = Sussex Bar (downstairs); GH = Grand Hall.

Style: B = Bitter; G = Golden Ales; I = India Pale Ale (IPA); M = Mild; O = Old Ale, Porter or Stout; S = Strong Ale/Barley Wine; U = Unusual.

Notes as supplied  
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Porter No. 1 4.4 GH Red/brown porter with roast, chocolate and coffee notes in aroma and taste leading to bitter coffee finish. O

Harvey Lewes, East Sussex 1859 Porter 4.8 SB Brewed to a 1859 recipe, coffee and hop notes are dominant in the taste and the long finish. O

Hadlow IPA 3.5 SB This hoppy pale ale is a recent evolution from the successful bitters of the last century and is an ideal lunchtime 

pint.  

B

Prince of Denmark 7.4 SB  ‘Prince of Denmark‘ was named ‘Supreme Champion’ at this year’s International Beer Challenge. A strong, dark 

beer of great complexity and depth.

S

Surrey Hop Garland Ale 4.5 SB A Best Bitter specially brewed on the micro-plant for the Garland, Redhill, this beer has been dry-hopped for 

extra hop bite.

B

Hastings St Leonards, East Sussex Hastings Best 4.1 SB A tasty traditional Best Bitter, made with classic English hops. East Kent Goldings lend a pleasing fruitiness; 

Fuggles an earthy bitterness. A good solid ale, nicely done. Suitable for Vegans.

B

Hastings Pale Ale 4.7 SB A real international beer with US Cascade hops, Saaz from the Czech Republic, Tettnang & Hallertauer 

Hersbrucker from Germany, and English East Kent Goldings. A hoppy, citrusy, spicy ale with bite – a bit 

different to your usual pint! Suitable for Vegans.

G

Hastings Porter 4.5 SB A lovely dark beer that’s on the lighter side of the porter style. All the flavours are there – chocolate, liquorice, 

deep-roasted coffee – but without the heaviness that normally confines darker beers to chilly winter nights. A 

true year-round porter, suitable for Vegans.

O

Hepworth Horsham, West Sussex Classic Old 4.8 SB Traditional stock ale – dark and very malty. Admiral hops are used to give a balancing bitterness and the beer is 

primed with molasses for a luscious flavour. 

O

Prospect 4.5 SB An organic pale ale flavoured with Sussex grown barley, Golding and Admiral hops. B

Hexhamshire Hexham, 

Northumberland

Devil's Water 4.1 GH Copper-coloured best bitter, well-balanced with a slightly fruity, hoppy finish. B

Highland Birsay, Northern Isles Orkney IPA 4.8 GH A traditional bitter, with light hop and fruit flavour throughout. B

Hobsons Cleobury Mortimer, 

Shropshire

Mild 3.2 GH A classic mild. Complex layers of taste come from roasted malts that predominate and give lots of flavour. M

Town Crier 4.5 GH Town Crier is a full flavoured golden ale with a big voice, the elegant straw coloured bitter has a hint of GTown Crier 4.5 GH Town Crier is a full flavoured golden ale with a big voice, the elegant straw coloured bitter has a hint of 

sweetness which is complemented by subtle hop flavours leading to a dry finish. 

G

Hogs Back Tongham, Surrey A Over T (Aromas Over Tongham) 9.0 GH A full-bodied, tawny-coloured Barley Wine. The malty aroma with hints of vanilla lead to well-balanced taste 

where hops cut through the underlying sweetness and dominate the finish.

S

Hogs Back Bitter 3.7 GH An aromatic session beer. Biscuity aroma with some hops and lemon notes. Well-balanced, plenty of hop 

impact in the mouth with a long-lasting dry, hoppy, bitter aftertaste.

B

Hop Garden Gold 4.6 GH Pale golden ale. Full-bodied and well-balanced with an aroma of malt, hops and fruit. Hoppy bitterness grows in 

an increasingly dry aftertaste with a hint of sweetness.

G

Hopdaemon Newnham, Kent Incubus 4.0 GH A bronze-coloured special bitter brewed with Challenger and Kentish Cascade hops to give a superb aroma and 

a smooth malty finish. 

B

Green Daemon 5.0 GH A golden 'HELLES' beer with luscious tropical fruit aromas and a crisp clean finish.

Brewed naturally from the purest ingredients and true zymurgy, GREEN DAEMON is devilishly good with 

curries, seafood and fusion dishes, or simply to enjoy on its own. 

U

Hop Kettle Cricklade, Wiltshire Old Ale 5.6 GH A brand new brew; sorry no tasting notes available yet. O

Houston Houston, Greater 

Glasgow and Clyde 

Valley. 

Warlock Stout 4.7 GH This is a beautifully balanced, dark, full bodied stout.  Strong, smooth and bursting with flavour. O

Hurst Brewery Hurstpierpoint, West 

Sussex

Founder's Best Bitter 4.2 SB named after the Founder of the original Hurst Brewery, George Saltmarsh. It is a light coloured bitter with a 

rounded malty taste and subtle caramel flavours. 

B

Key:

Bar: SB = Sussex Bar (downstairs); GH = Grand Hall.

Style: B = Bitter; G = Golden Ales; I = India Pale Ale (IPA); M = Mild; O = Old Ale, Porter or Stout; S = Strong Ale/Barley Wine; U = Unusual.

Notes as supplied  
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Ilkley Ilkley, West Yorkshire Black 3.7 GH A mellow, easy-drinking dark mild with a hint of liquorice in the finish. M

Lotus IPA 5.6 GH A golden-coloured IPA  with strong aromas and flavours of mango, grapefruit and citrus. I

Isfield Framfield, East Sussex Imperial Pale Ale 4.2 SB Isfield Brewing Company’s best bitter. Hints of toffee and caramel, with a lasting hop finish. B

Toad in the Ale 4.8 SB Dark, malty, premium bitter; available from October to mark the start of the Toad in the Hole season. B

Kelham Island Sheffield, South 

Yorkshire

Pride of Sheffield 4.0 GH A full-flavoured amber coloured bitter. B

Kemptown Brighton, East Sussex Kemptown Red 4.5 SB A flavour packed, hop forward Amber Ale. Big fruit flavours balanced against a satisfying and complex malt 

backdrop.

B

Kent Birling, Kent Enigma 5.5 GH A black IPA; a highly hopped dark ale with a soft malt body and balanced finish. A true Enigma. I

Zingiber 4.1 GH A ginger golden ale; refreshing and light. U

Keswick Keswick, Cumbria Thirst Winter 4.0 GH A golden bitter using a generous quantity of crystal malt to give a rich flavour.  B

King Horsham, West Sussex Brighton Best 4.0 SB A copper-coloured session bitter which is packed full of wonderful flavour. The aroma is overflowing with 

apricot and warm orange with a hint of caramel and peach. A clean, satisfying and balanced beer.

B

Festive 4.7 SB A full bodied real ale with distinct vinous fruit flavours, reminiscent of plump raisins and dried currants. The 

initial hops is subtle with notes of spice and leafy bitterness. There is a full malt palate. A deep red copper 

colour with a fine creamy head and a delicious rich smooth mouth feel and a caramel finish.

B

Kirkby Lonsdale Kirkby Lonsdale, 

Lancashire

Jubilee Stout 5.5 GH Rich, well-balanced stout with malt. A long aftertaste retains this complexity and is surprisingly refreshing. O

Kissingate Lower Beeding, West 

Sussex

6 Crows 6.6 SB A rich & wonderfully complex dark ale. Smoke and oak aroma notes with a pleasant toffee apple sweetness. 

Subtle bitterness derived from Amarillo and Challenger hopping.

S

Sussex Subtle bitterness derived from Amarillo and Challenger hopping.

Black Cherry Mild 4.2 SB Black Cherry Mild is stirring emotions amongst those who enjoy a full and flavoursome dark mild. Subtle 

additions of real black cherries in Muscavado with light Amarillo hopping provide a truly rich and wonderful 

taste experience. Proceeds from the sale of this beer are going to the festival charity; Dolphin House.

M

Mary's Ruby Mild 6.5 GH/SB This is an award winning, silky smooth ale. Full of aroma and character with a Port like ‘nose'. Lightly hopped 

but certainly not weak.

S

Toffee Cog 5.5 SB A light amber beer infused with pomegranate. Crisp toffee apple mouth fill balanced with the gathering sherbet 

bitterness of Pacific Jade and Summit hops. 

U

Langham Lodsworth, West Sussex Hip Hop 4.0 SB A blonde beer - clean and crisp. The nose is loaded with floral hop aroma while the pale malt flavour is 

overtaken by a dry and bitter finish.

G

Triple XXX 4.4 SB Dark, chocolate malty winter ale with smooth hopping for a slightly sweeter taste. O

Leatherbritches Smisby, Derbyshire Doctor Johnsons 4.0 GH A mid-brown ale, not heavily hopped but full-bodied with some caramel flavour. B

Ginger Helmet 4.7 GH Using a base of a well-hopped bitter with a sweet finish; but with a hint of China’s most astringent herb. U

Little Valley Hebden Bridge, West 

Yorkshire

Fairtrade Ginger Pale Ale 4.0 GH Full-bodied speciality ale. Ginger predominates in the aroma and taste. It has a pleasantly powerful, fiery and 

spicy finish. Organic and suitable for Vegans.

U

Hebden's Wheat 4.5 GH A pale yellow, creamy wheat beer with a good balance of bitterness and fruit, a hint of sweetness but with a 

lasting, dry finish. Organic and suitable for Vegans.

U

Key:

Bar: SB = Sussex Bar (downstairs); GH = Grand Hall.

Style: B = Bitter; G = Golden Ales; I = India Pale Ale (IPA); M = Mild; O = Old Ale, Porter or Stout; S = Strong Ale/Barley Wine; U = Unusual.

Notes as supplied  
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Loddon Dunsden, Oxfordshire Hullabaloo 4.2 GH A hint of fruit in the initial taste develops into a balance of hops and malt in this well-rounded, medium bodied 

bitter with a bitter aftertaste.

B

Long Man Litlington, East Sussex American Pale Ale 4.8 SB Made using only the choicest U.S. hops this triple-hopped APA has a pleasant citrus fruit aroma and 

characteristic robust bitterness.

G

Long Blonde 3.8 SB A light coloured golden Ale with a distinctive hoppy aroma and crisp clean bitterness on the finish. Smooth light 

and refreshing.

G

Old Man 4.3 SB This original dark beer has soft malt notes of coffee and chocolate that combine with a pleasant light hoppiness 

to create a rich, full tasting Old Ale of times gone by.

O

Marble Manchester Lagonda IPA 5.0 GH Golden yellow beer with a spicy, fruity nose. Fruit, hops and malt in the mouth, with a dry fruitiness continuing 

into the bitter aftertaste. Suitable for Vegetarians.

I

Marston Moor York, North Yorkshire 

(currently brewing at 

Rudgate, Tockwith)

Matchlock Mild 4.0 GH Traditional, full-flavoured mild. M

Mauldons Sudbury, Suffolk Micawber's Mild 3.5 GH Fruit and roast flavours dominate the nose, with vine fruit and caramel on the tongue and a short, dry, coffee-

like aftertaste. Full-bodied and satisfying

M

Mighty Oak Maldon, Essex Oscar Wilde 3.7 GH Roasty dark mild with suggestions of forest fruits and dark chocolate. A sweet taste yields to a more bitter 

finish. 

M

Milk Street Frome, Somerset Funky Monkey 4.0 GH Copper-coloured summer ale with fruity flavours and aromas. A dry finish with developing bitterness and an 

undertone of citrus fruit.

B

Milton Waterbeach, 

Cambridgeshire

Pegasus 4.1 GH A malty red/brown beer with hints of butterscotch and raisins. Flavour is of smooth malt, caramel and fruit. 

Bitterness builds leaving a dry aftertaste with a little malt and fruit. 

B

Mithril Mithril, North Yorkshire Dere Street 3.8 GH Amber coloured bitter with a fruity, malty sweetness and a smooth hoppy finish B

Flower Power 4.3 GH This pale ale packs massive citrus, fruity hop flavour. Hints of grapefruit & floral on the tongue from the late 

addition of elderflowers. Very moreish 

U

Monty's Hendomen, Powys Match 3.4 GH Light, fruity and malty easy drinking bitter. BMonty's Hendomen, Powys Match 3.4 GH Light, fruity and malty easy drinking bitter. B

Mischief 5.0 GH Strong golden ale with a good balance of malt and hop bitterness G

Moorhouses Burnley, Lancashire Black Cat 3.4 GH A dark mild-style beer with delicate chocolate and coffee roast flavours and a crisp, bitter finish. M

Pendle Witches Brew 5.1 GH Well-balanced, full-bodied, malty beer with a long, complex finish. B

Nailsworth Nailsworth, 

Gloucestershire

Alestock 3.6 GH Light in colour and hoppier than a caffeine fuelled bunny on a bouncy castle; full of Elderflower notes. Lager 

drinkers, you might like this one.

G

Nethergate Pentlow, Esssex Umbel Magna 5.0 GH The basis of this beer is the Old Growler porter recipe; to which coriander is added. The spice is not over 

dominant with some of the weight and body of the beer coming through.

U

Northumberland Bedlington, Tyne & 

Wear

Brown Ale 4.6 GH Traditional Tyneside brown ale with smooth, sweet undertones. U

Oakham Peterborough, 

Cambridgeshire

Citra 4.2 GH Overwhelmingly hoppy, this golden ale is bursting with intense pink grapefruit and tropical fruit all the way 

through to the long dry end.

G

Oakleaf Gosport, Hampshire Blakes Heaven 7.0 GH Strong, dark and rich yet surprisingly drinkable for a beer of it’s strength. A substantial beer that should be 

treated with caution!

S

Piston Porter 4.6 GH A dry, rich Porter. With initial chocolate and toffee flavours, this finishes with a liquorice and dry roast taste, 

leaving a lingering bitterness. 

O

Offbeat Crewe, Cheshire Out of Step 5.8 GH Spark your taste buds into life with the perfect balance between the malt and the hops in this American style 

India Pale Ale. Generously hopped with abundant citrus flavours leading to a dry, bitter finish.

I

Key:

Bar: SB = Sussex Bar (downstairs); GH = Grand Hall.

Style: B = Bitter; G = Golden Ales; I = India Pale Ale (IPA); M = Mild; O = Old Ale, Porter or Stout; S = Strong Ale/Barley Wine; U = Unusual.

Notes as supplied  
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Outlandish Pale 3.9 GH It's zany, not your average session beer drinking above its strength. The untamed pale takes your palate to the 

extreme with a fresh burst of lemony hoppiness.

B

Old Dairy Rolvenden, Kent Blue Top 4.8 GH A dangerously drinkable pale ale – nice and hoppy with hints of lemon. Blue Top has a satisfying bitterness 

smoothly balanced with caramel flavours from the crystal malt and a hint of lemon from Styrian Golding hops.

I

Copper Top 4.1 GH A rich dark bitter that has a chewy toffee caramel body with chocolate undertones from the crystal and 

chocolate malts. A fruity bite from the Bramling Cross hops provides balance to this very drinkable ale.

B

Snow Top 6.0 GH Dark, warming and slightly spicy. "...when it's Friesian outside, have a snow top!.." O

Orkney Quoyloo, Northern Isles Raven 3.8 GH A well-balanced quaffable bitter. Malty fruitiness and bitter hops last through to the long, dry aftertaste. B

Peerless Birkenhead, Merseyside Full Whack 6.0 GH A strong pale ale; the high level of alcohol is complemented by increased bitterness and the fruity hop finish is 

derived from a combination of First Gold hops and Fuggles. 

I

Storr Lager 4.8 GH A pale and hoppy cask pilsner; Though Continental in style, Storr gains its fresh citrus hop finish and pleasant 

malt backbone solely from the use of UK-grown lager malt & Sovereign hedgerow hops. Voted 'Best Beer of 

Merseyside' at CAMRA Liverpool Beer Festival 2012. 

U

Penpont Altarnun, Cornwall Beast of Bodmin Moor Reserve 5.0 GH Rich and malty, with dark fruit notes and hints of vanilla, this has been brewed with a strain of Belgian yeast 

and aged in oak casks. The result is a smooth, too easy drinking winter warmer with those oaky hints; 

dangerously drinkable.

O

Cornish Gold 3.7 GH A light refreshing ale, with citrus and floral hop notes. G

Shipwreck Coast 4.4 GH Amber golden ale with light aroma of orange citrus hops. Hops dominate with marmalade, melon and other 

tropical fruits. Faint malt emerges as marmalade fades in the finish, becoming dry. 

G

Pin-Up Stone Cross, East Sussex Milk Stout 4.5 SB A luscious Milk Stout, brewed using milk sugars (Lactose). O

Red Head 4.2 SB Beautifully crafted Red Ale with a rich upfront taste U

Poachers North Hykeham, Billy Boy 4.4 GH A rich, full flavoured brown beer hopped with Fuggles and Mounthood. Named after the brewery dog - Billy - a BPoachers North Hykeham, 

Lincolnshire

Billy Boy 4.4 GH A rich, full flavoured brown beer hopped with Fuggles and Mounthood. Named after the brewery dog - Billy - a 

Border Collie.

B

Purity Great Alne, 

Warwickshire

Mad Goose 4.2 GH Brewed with Maris Otter Malt, Caragold and Wheat Malt with Hallertau bittering hops and Cascade and 

Willamette aroma hops. Light copper in colour with a great zesty hop character with citrus overtone. 

B

RCH West Hewish, Somerset Firebox 6.0 GH An aroma and taste of citrus hops and pale crystal malt are followed by a strong, complex, full-bodied, mid-

brown beer with a well-balanced flavour of malt and hops.

B

Raw Staveley, Derbyshire Elements 4.6 GH A special brewed for the 2013 Rotherham Magna beer festival a light ruby/red ale brewed with dark crystal and 

munich malts giving it a slight toffee malt flavour. Finished off with Citra hops giving it a tropical fruit bitterness  

U

Ramsgate Broadstairs, Kent Dogbolter 5.6 GH This is brewed with 6 different malts for a satisfying, rich malty body full of roasty, chocolately flavours all 

balanced by a deep and lasting hop bitterness.

O

Gadd's No. 5 4.4 GH The aroma is toffee malt and fresh green hops, with a full body and lingering bitter finish. B

Kent Pale Ale 6.5 GH This IPA showcases East Kent Goldings hops; pale malt to the back, juicy citrus hops to the fore. I

Rectory Streat, East Sussex 

(currently brewing at 

Harveys, Lewes).

All Saint's Tipple 4.5 SB Now brewed to a higher gravity; this is a traditional bitter; mid-brown in colour. B

Old Ale 5.0 SB A traditional dark old ale, not as sweet as many old ales and with a dry aftertaste. O

Key:

Bar: SB = Sussex Bar (downstairs); GH = Grand Hall.

Style: B = Bitter; G = Golden Ales; I = India Pale Ale (IPA); M = Mild; O = Old Ale, Porter or Stout; S = Strong Ale/Barley Wine; U = Unusual.

Notes as supplied  
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Rhymney Torfaen, Glamorgan Dark 4.0 GH A carefully crafted beer, hopped like a stout. Mellow yet with a "Bite" that will only be fully appreciated on your 

second glass! 

M

Export 5.0 GH A heady flavour from a combination of mixed malts, carefully and skilfully mixed by hand, provides ale of 

exceptional character. Full bodied yet rounded but also eminently quaffable.

B

Riverside Wainfleet, Lincolnshire Liquid Gold 4.5 GH A new golden ale from the other brewery in Wainfleet; look out for citrus-fruit notes. G

Rother Valley Northiam, East Sussex Boadicea Ale 4.5 SB A straw coloured beer brewed with 100% Boadicea hops, Delicate fruity flavour, strong but subtle for its 

strength.

G

Smild 3.8 SB Dark mild, full bodied creamy pint with hints of chocolate M

Rudgate Tockwith, North 

Yorkshire

Ruby Mild 4.4 GH Nutty, rich ruby ale, stronger than usual for a mild. M

St Austell St Austell, Cornwall Proper Job 4.5 GH Golden ale with perfumed aroma of resinous  hops. Copious marmalade in the mouth with characteristic  

bitterness leading to a long citrus fruit yet bitter finish.

G

Salopian Shrewsbury, Shropshire Golden Thread 5.0 GH A bright gold ale. Strong and quite bitter but well-balanced. B

Hop Twister 4.5 GH A premium ale with a citrus flavour and complex hop finish. Refreshing and crisp G

Saltaire Shipley, West Yorkshire Madagascan Ale 5.0 GH Rich gold to dark amber in colour; sweet aroma with melon citrus notes in the flavour and a spicy creamy finish. U

Severn Vale Dursley, Gloucestershire Severn Sins 5.2 GH A jet-black stout with a dry roast malt flavour with hints of chocolate and liquorice. O

Sheffield Sheffield, South 

Yorkshire

Sheffield Porter 4.4 GH A rich, chocolaty, malty porter with caramel flavours. O

Skinners Truro, Cornwall. Cornish Knocker Ale 4.5 GH Refreshing golden ale with citrus hops all the way through. Spice and fruit in the mouth balanced by bitter and 

faint malt undertones, with a clean and lasting bitter finish.

G

Stanley Craft Ales Portslade, East Sussex 

(currently brewing at 

Brenchley Best 4.3 SB A typical dark and slightly malty sweet best bitter, named after the trainee brewer Sam. B

(currently brewing at 

Rectory, Streat)

Stewart Loanhead, Edinburgh 

and The Lothians

Pentland IPA 3.9 GH A pleasing, hoppy, golden session ale. The dry bitter taste is well balanced by sweetness from the malt, and 

fruit flavours. The aftertaste is dry with a lingering bitterness. 

G

Stroud Stroud, Gloucestershire. Budding 4.5 GH Very popular pale ale with a grassy bitterness, sweet malt and luscious floral aroma. B

Sunny Republic Winterborne Kingston, 

Dorset

Beach Blonde 3.7 GH Highly quaffable, its tantalising tropical aroma of mangoes, grapefruit and lychees come from the unique blend 

of New Zealand, Australian and West Coast American hops. The upfront bitterness gently yields to a light malt 

body provided by barley that is sourced solely from farms around the brewery.

G

Tiny Rebel Newport, Gwent Billabong 4.6 GH Australian hops are used in this pale ale; the aroma consists of citrus fruits, sweet mango flavour leading to 

bitterness. The aftertaste is  one of lingering bitterness. 

U

Full Nelson 4.8 GH This ‘Maori Pale Ale’ came together after months of experimentation with a very unique hop – Nelson Sauvin 

from New Zealand. Strong grape flavours are complimented by the sweet Munich malt, makings this beer crisp 

and refreshing. 

U

Urban IPA 5.5 GH A carefully crafted intercontinental blend of hops helps us take traditional IPAs to the next level with Urban IPA. 

If you're bored with soulless IPAs drunk by farmers in wellies, it's time to go URBAN.

I

Key:

Bar: SB = Sussex Bar (downstairs); GH = Grand Hall.

Style: B = Bitter; G = Golden Ales; I = India Pale Ale (IPA); M = Mild; O = Old Ale, Porter or Stout; S = Strong Ale/Barley Wine; U = Unusual.

Notes as supplied  
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Titanic Burslem, Staffordshire Mild 3.5 GH Fresh fruity hop aroma leads to a caramel start then a rush of bitter hoppiness ending with a lingering dry 

finish.

M

Triple fff Four Marks Pressed Rat & Warthog 3.8 GH Complex hoppy and bitter mild, not in the classic style but nevertheless delicious. Ruby in colour, a toffee 

aroma with hints of blackcurrant and chocolate lead to a well-balanced flavour with roast, fruit and malt vying 

with the hoppy bitterness and a dry bitter finish. 

M

Turners Ringmer, East Sussex Best Bitter 4.1 SB A traditional best bitter with an exciting smooth yet complex flavour profile, with a deep caramel colour, 

excellent bittering hops along with a fruity aroma.

B

East Sussex Bitter 3.9 SB A light refreshing beer, with a wonderful floral nose to excite the taste buds, a fruity and hoppy palate yet thirst 

quenching finish. This is a very enjoyable Real Ale, which can be enjoyed day or night. It is also very acceptable 

to lager drinkers.

B

Ruby Mild 4.6 SB A warming and comforting Ruby Mild, it is the perfect alternative to a stout or porter. It has a stunning fruity 

body with a rich chocolaty finish, leaving a smooth and subtle finish.

M

Vale Brill, Buckinghamshire Grumpling Premium Ale 4.6 GH A rich, warming ruby brown traditional English bitter with mellow fruity malt flavours accompanied by a subtle 

dry, hoppy finish.

B

Red Kite 4.0 GH A refreshing chestnut beer with a bitter finish. B

Watermill Ings, Cumbria Black Beard 3.8 GH A dark mild with bags of fruit and malt flavours. M

Collie Wobbles 3.7 GH A pale gold bitter with a slight citrus taste. A good hop and malt balance gives way to a dry finish. B

Weltons Horsham, West Sussex Pride 'n' Joy 2.8 SB Tastes like a good 4% session beer & Roger Protz says "it's a most remarkable beer" and is include in his book 

300 beers to try before you die.

B

Black Water Snake 4.4 SB Brewed to celebrate Chinese New Year; this is a brown ale wheat beer. U

Weighbridge Swindon, Wiltshire Aunt Sally's Old Ale 4.5 GH A darker copper coloured ale with a strong malt flavour and a hint of chocolate on the nose. English Bramling 

Cross hops leave a pleasing hint of blackcurrant to compliment the overall fullness of the ale.

O

Pooley's Golden 4.7 GH A robust golden ale, full bodied with plenty of bitterness and with an unusual gooseberry aroma from a New 

Zealand hop. The aftertaste is an excellent balance of the malt and hop.

G

South Island Pale 4.3 GH A fairly new light-coloured ale brewed with New Zealand hops. USouth Island Pale 4.3 GH A fairly new light-coloured ale brewed with New Zealand hops. U

Westerham Progress 4.0 GH A single hop varietal bitter; with a sweet smooth bitterness. This beer is quadruple hopped: first wort hopping 

in the copper, copper hopping for bitterness, late hopping in the Hop Rocket and then dry hopped in the 

maturation tank. 

B

Puddledock Porter 4.0 GH A traditional dark brown winter ale brewed with Crystal and Chocolate Malts, hopped with Kent Northdown, 

Bramling Cross and Goldings hops for flavour and aroma.

O

Whitstable Grafty Green, Kent Kentish Reserve 5.0 GH A copper ale with warm plum pudding flavours and a ruby port finish. B

Winkle Picker 4.5 GH An amber-coloured best bitter with an orange pomander aroma and a smooth, predominantly malty flavour. B

Wickwar Wickwar, 

Gloucestershire 

Penny Black Porter 5.0 GH A smooth, dark and drinkable porter; the coffee and chocolate notes from roasted grain support hints of fresh 

mown grass and mint delivered by English hops.

O

Tom Wood Melton Ross, 

Lincolnshire

Bomber County 4.8 GH An earthy malt aroma but with a complex underlying mix of coffee, hops, caramel and apple fruit. The beer 

starts bitter and intensifies to the end.

B

Wylam Heddon on the Wall, 

Northumberland

Gold Tankard 4.0 GH Fresh clean flavour, full of hops. This golden ale has a hint of citrus in the finish. G

XT Long Crendon, 

Buckinghamshire

Four 3.8 GH An amber beer with a special Belgian malt and a fruity mix of American and European hops. U

Key:

Bar: SB = Sussex Bar (downstairs); GH = Grand Hall.

Style: B = Bitter; G = Golden Ales; I = India Pale Ale (IPA); M = Mild; O = Old Ale, Porter or Stout; S = Strong Ale/Barley Wine; U = Unusual.

Notes as supplied  
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Additions and deletions since Web Version 1 (published 1 Feb 2013)

Anchor Spring IPA replaced by Anchor Springs Worthing's Best

Batemans Dark Mild replaced by Arbor Oyster Stout

Blackjack New Deck replaced by Blackjack Double Bluff

Blackjack Stout replaced by Brewster's Maquis

Brewsters Hop A Doodle Do replaced by Bristol Beer Factory Milk Stout

Bristol Beer Factory Bristol Stout replaced by Dawkins Brass Knocker

Devilfish Apachi replaced by Grafter's Over The Moon

Devilfish Blonde Bombshell replaced by Hadrian Border Tyneside Light Ale

Devilfish Stingray replaced by Dickensian David Hopperfield

Grafter's All English replaced by Ilkley Black

Green Jack Trawler Boys replaced by Ilkley Lotus IPA

Hadrian's Border Vallum replaced by Loddon Hullabaloo

Kelburn Jaguar replaced by Nethergate Umbel Magna

Marble Ginger replaced by Poachers Billy Boy

Marble Stouter Stout replaced by Riverside Liquid Gold

Mordue Radgie Gadgie replaced by St Austell Proper Job

Poachers Monkey Hanger replaced by Weighbridge South Island Pale

Stanley Brenchley Best  replaced by XT Four

Key:

Bar: SB = Sussex Bar (downstairs); GH = Grand Hall.

Style: B = Bitter; G = Golden Ales; I = India Pale Ale (IPA); M = Mild; O = Old Ale, Porter or Stout; S = Strong Ale/Barley Wine; U = Unusual.

Notes as supplied  
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